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ANKARA: Shoppers buy vegetables and fruits at a public market in the historical district of Ulus in Ankara. —AFP
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ISTANBUL: Turkey’s annual inflation pulled back
further in December from a two-decade high, offi-
cial data showed Tuesday, helping President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s chances in elections due
by June. Consumer prices rose by 64.3 percent in
December from the same time last year, the state
statistics agency said, compared to an 84.4-per-
cent increase in November.

Analysts attribute the sharp slowdown to the
so-called base effect, which makes price increases
look smaller when compared to extremely high
rates 12 months earlier.

The latest reading is still higher than in any
other emerging market except for Argentina. But
it fulfils Erdogan’s campaign promise that inflation
will start falling at the start of the year after
reaching the highest levels since 1998 last year.
Erdogan hailed the data as a sign of a “rapid
recovery”. “We will see that the downward trend
in inflation will continue,” he said in a televised
address.

“Our goal this year is to completely burst the

bubble of inflation and remove the issue from our
country’s agenda as of next year.” Turkey’s econo-
my has been going through convulsions since
Erdogan launched an unusual experiment in
September 2021 that tried to fight inflation by
bringing down borrowing costs.

The lira began to lose value almost immediate-
ly, as consumers rushed to buy up gold and dol-
lars to protect their savings. The price of imports
such as oil and gas soared, creating an inflationary
spiral that the nominally independent central bank
fed further by continuing to lower interest rates.

The annual inflation rate peaked at 85.5 percent
in October 2021. But polls show that most Turks
lost trust in the official  data when Erdogan
replaced the head of the state statistics agency in
the wake of a particularly dire inflation report last
year. A separate study released by Turkey’s ENAG
research institute showed the rate slowing to 137.6
percent in December from 170.7 a month earlier.

The crisis forced Erdogan to alter his foreign
policy, resuming economic al l iances with

petrodollar-rich rivals in the Arab world and
ramping up trade with Russia, despite its war on
Ukraine.

These deals have helped to prop up Turkey’s
hard currency reserves, allowing it to stabilise the
lira. The government has additionally forced
exporters to convert 40 percent of their dollar
revenues into liras, further supporting the Turkish
currency. The lira’s stabilisation has helped temper
the pace of price increases.

But analysts warn that a wave of populist social
support measures that Erdogan announced head-
ing into the election make the current economic
policies unsustainable. He has tripled the minimum
wage in the past year, raised state salaries and
hiked pensions for millions of Turks. He announced
a new 25-percent hike in pensions and civil ser-
vant salaries on Tuesday.

Analysts believe these policies will cost the
state billions of dollars, draining the budget and
fuelling inflation. “Turkey faces a very difficult
economic outlook after elections, because of the

current disastrous policy mix,” Timothy Ash of
BlueBay Asset Management tweeted.

Erdogan has vowed not to raise the benchmark
interest rate, which at nine percent is just a frac-
tion of the annual inflation rate. Meanwhile,
Bulgaria on Tuesday signed a long-term deal for
access to Turkey’s liquefied natural gas (LNG)
terminals and transit network, in a move to secure
alternatives after Russia cut off deliveries in April.

The agreement between Bulgaria’s state-owned
gas operator Bulgargaz and Turkish state gas firm
Botas will allow the EU nation to unload LNG at
its neighbour’s gas terminals and use the Botas
network to transport gas.

“Thanks to this agreement we secure the possi-
bility to buy gas from all international producers
and unload it in Turkey, where it’s most convenient
for us logistically,” Bulgaria’s interim Energy
Minister Rosen Hristov said after the deal was
signed. “The agreement is important for increasing
the security of deliveries in the Balkan region,”
Turkish Energy Minister Fatih Donmez said. — AFP

Turkey’s inflation rate slows to 64.3%
Bulgaria inks deal for gas deliveries via Turkey

European gas 
prices fall to 
lowest level 
PARIS: Europe’s wholesale natural gas prices fell
Monday to their lowest level since Russia invaded
Ukraine, which had driven them to a record high last
year. A mild winter has enabled countries to tap less
gas from stocks that were built up in anticipation of
cuts in supplies from Russia, which was Europe’s
main supplier before the war.

The benchmark European contract-Dutch TTF
gas future for the coming month-soared to a record
345 euros per megawatt hours in March. It still
reached as high as 342 euros in August. But prices
have been falling since then, hitting 73 euros on
Monday — 50 percent down from a month ago and
the lowest level since before the war on February 21.

Gas exports by Russian energy giant Gazprom to
the European Union and Switzerland fell by 55 per-
cent last year, the company said Monday. Europe
was previously Gazprom’s main export market but
supplies have been drastically reduced because of
sanctions following Russia’s offensive in Ukraine in
2022. European nations filled up their gas storage
facilities and launched campaigns to encourage con-
sumers to save on energy during the winter.
European storage levels were at 83 percent on
Monday, reducing the need to buy more gas for now.

The EU has scrambled to find new sources of
natural gas in efforts to cut its heavy reliance on
Russian supplies. EU nations have also adopted a
mechanism to cap natural gas prices, but analysts
say it will likely have only a limited impact on
reducing what businesses and households pay.

Experts have warned that a cold snap could still
send gas prices rising again. Russian President
Vladimir Putin could also cause more commotion in
the markets. “He could send less (gas) but he could
also send more to certain destinations in the hope
of dividing European countries,” said Thierry Bros,
an energy market analyst who teaches at the
Sciences Po school in Paris.

Europe would struggle to fill up stocks this summer
if it does not receive 30 billion cubic metres of Russian
gas, Bros said. “Prices risk rising again,” he said.
Europe is better prepared than in January 2022 when
storage was only at 54 percent capacity, Bros added.
Competition between Europe and Asia for imports of
liquefied natural gas could also send prices higher, said
Nicolas de Warren, president of the French association
of industries that consume the most energy. —AFP

Strike-hit UK 
faces first rail 
stoppage of 2023
LONDON: UK rail staff disrupted the New Year
return to work on Tuesday in the latest strike action
by workers in a range of sectors over the worst
cost-of-living crisis in a generation. Workers across
the economy are at loggerheads with the govern-
ment as they demand big pay rises to cope with
decades-high inflation, currently running at nearly
11 percent.

Normally bustling London train stations were
quiet on Tuesday, the first normal working day of
2023 after the New Year break. Network Rail, which
operates the UK’s rail services, warned travellers of
“significantly reduced” train services or no services
at all in some areas until Sunday.

Five days of strike action beginning on Tuesday
were to include two 48-hour strikes by around
40,000 members of the RMT union. The Aslef
union will also strike on Thursday. Transport
Secretary Mark Harper urged the rail unions to
return to the negotiating table.

“The trade unions decided they wanted to go on
strike this week, which is deeply unhelpful, damages
the rail industry, damages the interests of the peo-

ple that work in it,” he told Sky News. “I want to see
them back around the table and we can try and
hammer out a deal between the employers and the
trade unions.”

The RMT union, however, accused the govern-
ment of intervening in negotiations in December to
stop a deal. Harper denies the claim. RMT general
secretary Mick Lynch said the minister had scup-
pered a potential settlement by insisting on the
removal of guards from trains, in favour of driver-

only operated trains.
The issue is a key one for unions. “So that pre-

vented any move forward on the issue and so that is
the direct responsibility of the Secretary of State
(Harper),” Lynch said from a picket line at London’s
Euston Station. Despite escalating pay demands,
Prime Minister Rishi Sunak has pledged to fight
calls for inflation-busting rises, insisting the govern-
ment must stick to more modest increases for public
sector workers. — AFP

LONDON: An information sheet displayed at Kings Cross station in London, on January 2, 2023, advises the public on
strike action on National Railways. —AFP

China Evergrande 
pledges to repay 
debts in 2023
BEIJING: China Evergrande has pledged to repay
its debt this year, as the property giant faces a
restructuring following Beijing’s crackdown on
excessive borrowing and rampant speculation in the
real estate sector. In an email seen by AFP, chairman
Hui Ka Yan told staff that “2023 is a key year for
Evergrande to fulfill its corporate responsibility and
do everything in its power to ensure the delivery of
construction projects”.

“As long as everyone at Evergrande pulls togeth-
er, never gives up, (and) works hard... we will cer-
tainly be able to complete the tasks of guaranteeing
deliveries, repaying all kinds of debts, and resolving
risks,” Hui wrote. The company last year resumed
work on 732 construction sites and delivered

301,000 residential units to homebuyers, the mes-
sage said.

Employees “endured huge physical and mental
stress, and overcame countless difficulties to realise
the impossible”, Hui wrote. Evergrande has rushed
to offload assets in recent months and has been
involved in restructuring talks after racking up some
$300 billion in liabilities.

The company has come to embody a broader
crisis in China’s property sector, which accounts for
around a quarter of the country’s gross domestic
product. Major developers including Evergrande
have failed to complete housing projects, triggering
protests and mortgage boycotts from homebuyers.

And smaller firms have defaulted on loans or had
problems raising cash since the government
brought in stricter lending curbs in 2020. In
November, an official document showed
Evergrande had sold land earmarked for its head-
quarters in the southern tech hub of Shenzhen for $1
billion. That same month, China’s banking regulator
and central bank issued new measures to promote
the “stable and healthy development” of the real

estate industry. They include credit support for
indebted developers, financial support to ensure
projects are completed and assistance for deferred-
payment loans for homebuyers. —AFP

Head office of China Evergrande.


